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Higher-dimensional automata (HDAs) were introduced by Pratt [11] and van Glabbeek [12]
as a geometrical model for non-interleaving concurrency. HDAs are general models of concur-
rency that subsume, for example, event structures and safe Petri nets [13]. Asynchronous tran-
sition systems [1,16] are two-dimensional HDAs; HDAs without concurrency, the 1-dimensional
case, are standard automata.

Unlike for standard automata and many other models, there has until recently been no theory
of languages of HDAs. Such notions are important for connecting models to behaviours, but
HDAs have been developed first of all with a view on operational, topological and geometric
aspects.

In two recent papers [4, 6] we have started to develop the language theory of HDAs. Like
languages related to other formalisms for concurrency, languages of HDAs need to account for
both the sequential and the concurrent nature of computations. Their elements are thus finite
pomsets or partial words. As an example, Figure 1 displays an HDA consisting of two squares,
with three events labeled a, c, and d. Here the a-labeled event is executed concurrently to the
sequence c.d, so that the language of this HDA will contain the pomset(

a
c // d

)
.

Partial words and pomsets have a long history as semantics for concurrent systems [14,15].
In this setting, it is usual to consider languages which are closed under subsumption [7], so
that adding order to a behaviour does not make it invalid. The subclass of pomsets which
are interval orders [8] has seen abundant attention in concurrency theory and distributed
systems [9, 10, 14]. A pomset is an interval order precisely if it is 2+2-free, that is, does not
contain an induced subpomset of the form

2+2 =
( • // •
• // •

)
.

We model HDAs as presheaves on a novel notion of labelled precube category, so that events
and labels are built into the base category. An execution of an HDA is a (higher-dimensional)
path [13]: a sequence of cells connected with operations of starting and terminating events.
With every path one can associate the set of events that occur during this execution and order
these according to precedence. Labels of paths are then pomsets with interfaces (ipomsets)
[3, 5], where the interfaces gather the events that are active in the initial and final cells.

The language of an HDA collects the ipomsets of all its accepting paths. We show in [4] that
languages of HDAs are subsumption-closed sets of interval-order ipomsets, and that any interval
ipomset may be generated by an HDA. We also show that languages of HDAs are closed under
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Figure 1. HDA which executes a in parallel with c.d. Initial and accepting
cells marked with incoming and outgoing arrows.
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binary union and parallel composition, and further that bisimilarity of HDAs [2, 13] implies
language equivalence.

Subsumption-closed sets of interval ipomsets can be combined using union ∪, gluing (serial)
composition ∗, parallel composition ‖, and the (serial) Kleene plus +. The languages generated
from singletons using these operations yield a natural notion of rational language. In [6] we
show a Kleene-type theorem that the rational languages are precisely the regular languages,
i.e., languages of finite HDAs:

Theorem [6]. A subsumption-closed set of interval ipomsets is rational iff it is regular.

Proving this theorem requires a gluing operation on HDAs which is rather intricate, because
we must glue HDAs along higher-dimensional cells. We introduce two tools which may be of
independent interest. Higher-dimensional automata with interfaces (iHDAs) are analogues of
HDAs where events can be assigned to source or target interfaces. Any HDA can be converted
to an equivalent iHDA (recognising the same language) and vice versa, using adjoint functors
of resolution and closure.

Our second set of tools is motivated by algebraic topology. First, we introduce cylinder
objects, allowing us to convert any cospan f : Y → X ← Z : g into an iHDA C(f, g) together
with an initial inclusion f̃ : Y → C(f, g), a final inclusion g̃ : Z → C(f, g), and a projection
p : C(f, g) → X. Using this we may decompose any map between iHDAs into an (initial or
final) inclusion followed by a (future or past) path-lifting map, which in turn allows us to “pull
apart” start cells and accept cells of iHDAs and to treat serial compositions and loops. It also
hints at some notion of factorization systems or model categories for HDAs, but this we leave
for future work.

Joint work with Christian Johansen (NTNU, Norway), Georg Struth (U of Sheffield, UK and
Collegium de Lyon, France), and Krzysztof Ziemiański (Warsaw U, Poland) based on [4, 5, 6].
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